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A Hardware Accelerator for Fault Simulation Utilizing a
Reconfigurable Array Architecture
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In order to reduce cost and to achieve high speed a new hardware accelerator for fault
simulation has been designed. The architecture of the new accelerator is based on a recon-
figurabl mesh type processing element (PE) array. Circuit elements at the same topological
level are simulated concurrently, as in a pipelined process. A new parallel simulation algo-
rithm expands all of the gates to two input gates in order to limit the number of faults to two
at each gate, so that the faults can be distributed uniformly throughout the PE array. The PE
array reconfiguration operation provides a simulation speed advantage by maximizing the
use of each PE cell.

This new approach provides for a high performance, cost effective, gain over software
simulation. Simulation results show that the hardware accelerator is orders of magnitude
faster than the software simulation program.
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INTRODUCTION

Simulation is the process of exercising a realistic
model of a digital system with sets of input stimuli.
Fault simulation plays an important role in testing
and diagnosis by determining the fault coverage of a
test set. However, the computation time for this pro-
cess is growing rapidly due to increases in the size
and complexity of the systems to be simulated.

In order to reduce simulation time, a number of
techniques have been introduced in recent years. One
of these techniques is hardware simulation. It is
known that hardware simulation can be more than

1000 times faster than software simulation ]. These
hardware approaches include two speedup factors,
namely; architectural concurrency and algorithmic
concurrency. Efficient architectural concurrency can

be achieved by allowing parallel processing elements
to effectively deal with the circuit. Algorithmic con-

currency is characterized by a simulation algorithm
which can take advantage of the architectural concur-

rency. The major disadvantage of the hardware sim-

ulation approach is that it is expensive and inflexible
as compared to software simulation approaches.

Several simulation accelerators have been devel-
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oped, including; the TEGAS Accelerator [2], the
Yorktown Simulation Engine [3], the Logic Evaluator
[4] Realfast [5], LSM [6], MARS [7], etc. These were

primarily designed for logic simulation purposes,
since the fault simulation process is far more com-

plex and costly. Recently, it was reported by Fehr [8]
that a dramatic speed-up potential is achievable in
logic simulation by using a parallel hardware config-
uration which directly maps the design simulation to-

pology onto the accelerator. This architecture focuses
on large scale concurrency through; hardware paral-
lelism, high speed input/output, optimized intercon-
nect (fanout) circuits, and pipelining of the design
execution cycle. This architecture was mainly in-
tended for functional verification of gate-level, unit-

delay, binary-valued, logic designs.
There have been several other attempts to develop

a hardware accelerator for fault simulation. Levendel
[9], introduced a special purpose architecture for sim-
ulation, using a parallel fault simulation algorithm.
Also, there is an approach based on a concurrent fault
simulation algorithm [10], which consists of parallel
processing units for each task of concurrent fault sim-
ulation. Agrawal 11 ], presented a pipelined multipro-
cessor system using a concurrent fault simulation algo-
rithm. Later, the accelerator was upgraded by adopt-
ing a new pipelined algorithm for message passing
multicomputers 12]. The major drawback with exist-

ing approaches to fault simulation has been their cost.
The object of this paper is to describe a new archi-

tecture for fault simulation. Since the main disadvan-

tage of the hardware approach is the cost, a major
concern was to reduce this cost. The architecture in-
troduced in this paper is an array type architecture,
which is very cost effective as compared to other ar-
chitectures. Also to achieve high performance, a new

fault simulation algorithm was developed for the new
architecture. This algorithm takes advantage of the
new architecture through the use of parallelism,
where possible.

ARCHITECTURE

The underlying architecture of earlier hardware accel-
erators is that of a multiprocessor system, where the

processor can be configured in a distributed fashion
for architectural concurrency, or in a pipelined fash-
ion for algorithmic concurrency. These architectures
have the advantage of high simulation speed com-

pared to software simulation. However, this higher
cost limited their usage to special applications.

Generally, the required capabilities of an accelera-
tor to perform efficient fault simulation are as fol-
lows. Firstly, boolean function evaluation and pro-
cessing must be fast for all functional types. Sec-
ondly, the platform needs a large capability to contain

the entire design partition during a simulation cycle.
Thirdly, the communication structures for signals
such as; fanins, fanouts, and feedback loops among
the individual processors must be simple and fast.
Lastly, fault insertion and propagation must be exe-

cuted efficiently and the required memory space must

be as small as possible.
In this approach, fault simulation is executed on a

massively parallel processor array. This massively
parallel hardware accelerator is composed of a tightly
connected array of simple boolean evaluation pro-
cessing elements, where the accelerator provides high
speed fault simulation at a reasonable cost. In this

architecture, we apply a direct mapping strategy as
described by Fehr [8] for logic simulation, which

maps the fault simulation topology onto the acceler-
ator PE array. The basic mapping concept of the new
architecture is a one-netlist-node-per-array-element
representation of the circuit and it uses pass-gate
logic for array interconnections. Therefore, the netlist

topology can be mapped as an overlay onto the PE
array, and all gates which are assigned to the same

level in a netlist can be evaluated concurrently. An
example of the mapping of a circuit onto the hard-
ware accelerator is as follows. Figure (a) shows the
original circuit to be simulated. This circuit is level-
ized in the netlist and mapped onto the PE array (Fig-
ure (b)) in the hardware accelerator. However, the
new algorithm must execute an expansion of the
number of gates and adjustment of the number of
fan-ins. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the expanded cir-

cuit of Figure 1 (a) and its mapping onto the PE array,
respectively.

If the number of gates at one level in a circuit and
the number of PEs in one column of the PE array are
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FIGURE Example Circuit

the same, then the one-to-one mapping between them
is straightforward. However, it is more often the case
that the number of gates in a circuit to be simulated is

larger than the number of PEs in one column of the
PE array. In this case, the netlist has to be partitioned
into groups using a partitioning algorithm which re-
duces the communication between groups. On the
other hand, if the number of gates is much smaller

(a) Expanded Example Circuit
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(b) Mapping onto PE Array

FIGURE 2 Expanded Circuit of Figure

than the number of PEs in one column, a PE array
reconfiguration operation which is explained later, is
executed.
The new accelerator system consists of a Simula-

tion Pattern Memory, a Netlist Memory, a Control
Unit, a Fault List Memory, and a Processing Element
(PE) array with local memory and signal interface.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the accelerator.
The parallel execution capability of the accelerator is
provided by an M N array of PEs, which commu-
nicate by signal interface circuits. The signals at the
edges of the PEs wrap around to the edges of the
other side and this forms a doubly connected mesh
type of structure. The PE array is managed by the
Control Unit, which is synchronized by an external
clock. Every PE in a column is executed concur-
rently.
The description of each component of the acceler-

ator is as follows. The Simulation Pattern Memory
receives the simulation patterns for each circuit to be
simulated from the host computer, and provides the
necessary input pattern to the first column of the PE
array whenever simulation (a good simulation or a
fault simulation) is requested. The Netlist Memory
contains information which is required for fault sim-

ulation, including: a gate function for boolean evalu-
ation, input/output switch data for fanin/fanout infor-

mation, and space for storing the simulation results.
The preprocessor has a switch configuration algo-
rithm which configures the connections between the
gates and stores them in the Netlist Memory. The
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fanin/fanout relationship is represented in terms of
the node number and a signal direction (fanin or

fanout). The Netlist Memory keeps the PE array Ad-
dress Translation Tables, which are controlled by the
Control Unit, for determining the PE location. The
Fault List Memory holds information about detected
faults with a fault identification (ID) and value, and it
receives fault information which is generated at every
fault simulation cycle. This information is used for
the generation of test sets and fault coverage. Fault
dropping is also executed by using data from the
Fault List Memory.
The Control Unit supplies the necessary data re-

trieved from the Netlist Memory for each PE array
element. For fault simulation, each level of the circuit
in the netlist is down-loaded into each column of the
PE array and all PE elements in the same column are
executed concurrently under control of the Control
Unit. In addition to the initial loading procedure, the
Control Unit checks the simulation states for each
column and manages the PE array allocation.
The Control Unit monitors the Fault Flags of each

PE array element and finds the PE columns where no
faults exist, because they have already been detected
during a previous simulation cycle. If a PE column
which has no faults is encountered and all faults in all
lower levels than the present level are detected, then
the next fault simulation skips those levels to reduce
the simulation time.

Initially, the fault simulation methodology per-
forms a good circuit simulation. When the good cir-
cuit simulation is completed, then each PE cell con-
tains the value of the correct output for each signal.
This information is used for comparison during the
fault simulation cycle. In the faulty circuit simulation

cycle, the hardware accelerator performs a PE array
reconfiguration in order to improve the simulation
time. It divides each column of the PE array into
several groups and maps the multiple levels of the
netlist onto these groups, so that each group can be
executed simultaneously. The PE array reconfigura-
tion is performed according to the circuit topology in
the netlist. This reconfiguration is possible when the
number of gates in one level of a netlist is far less
than the number of cells in one PE column, for ex-

ample; when the condition fG <- P is satisfied where

f is an integer number (possibly 2" where n is an

integer), G is the number of gates to be simulated at

one level in a netlist, and P is the number of PE cells
in one PE column. Note that the number of levels of
the netlist to be simulated in one simulation cycle is

increased by partitioning the PE column into several
groups. Therefore, the number of down-loads from
the netlist to the PE array is reduced. As a result, the
simulation time is decreased significantly. Figures 4
(a) and (b) illustrate how multiple levels in a netlist
are mapped onto each group in the PE array by the
reconfiguration operation. Note that the circuit’s mul-
tiple levels in a netlist can be simulated simulta-

neously in one simulation cycle.
Assume that L is the number of circuit levels in the

netlist and D is the number of the down-loads from
the netlist to the PE array without reconfiguration,
and D is the number of the down-loads with recon-

figuration. Then, D L/C where C is the number of
PE columns in the PE array. Therefore, if only one
PE column is used, C and D L. Meanwhile, D
is always less than or equal to D with reconfiguration,
and is equal to D without reconfiguration. The condi-
tions, D <-- D <-- L and D L/C show the relation-

ship between the number of circuit levels and the
number of PE columns, including the reconfiguration.
Figure 5 shows examples of a reconfigurable PE ar-

ray. Firstly, (a) shows the original PE array which has

A Circuit in a Netlist (G--4)

PE Array
(P 8)

A Circuit in a Netlist (G=2)

PE Array
(P 8)

(a) Two Levels are mapped (b) Four Levels are mapped
onto the PE Array (P >= 4G) onto the PE Array (P >= 4G)

FIGURE 4 PE Array Reconfiguration
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(a) [PEs/level] level

FIGURE 5

(b) P/2 [PEs/level] with levels (c) [PEs/level] levels

Example of PE array Reconfiguration

P PE elements in one level. Secondly, (b) gives an

example of reconfiguration by a factor of two, hence
(b) has half the number of PE elements in one col-
umn and two levels of elements. Lastly, (c) provides
reconfiguration by a factor of four, hence it has 1/4

P PE cells per one column and 4 levels. Note that
with the same total number of PE elements, only one

circuit level can be executed in (a), whereas two and
four circuit levels can be executed in (b) and (c),
respectively. Therefore, due to the PE array recon-

figuration operation, the speed-up of examples (b)
and (c) compared to (a) can be as much as two and
four times faster than (a), respectively.
The main components of the accelerator which

have not yet been presented, are the PE array with it’s
local memory and the signal interface. Before gener-
ating the PE array’s description, the signals (fanin
and fanout) between two gates are specified in terms

of their node number and a signal direction (fanin or

fanout) at the preprocessing stage. The Array Address
Table determines the array location so that elements
in a netlist level are mapped to a PE array based on
an offset from the base address for that PE block.
The signal interface located in each PE element

has to provide an efficient interconnect structure. This
interconnection topology maps arbitrary fanout pat-
terns between successive logic levels, including feed-
back paths. Each element in a PE array routes the
fanin/fanout signals, utilizing a non-directional, four-
way redundant, nearest neighbor, interconnect struc-
ture.

If the total number of PE columns is less than the
total number of circuit levels in the netlist, or if the
total number of PE cells in one PE column is less
than the number of gates in one level of the netlist,

then stacking of the memory is required (the former
is a horizontal stacking and the latter is a vertical

stacking). In the horizontal stacking, the depth of the
memory stacking is based on the predicted maximum
number of levels of the net (It is reported that the
maximum number of levels for commercial combina-
tional nets is 64 levels [8]). For example, if the ac-
celerator has only one column, then the stacking ca-

pacity of 64 (or 26 nodes will be allocated for the
accelerator PE memory. It is assumed that this archi-
tecture has two PE columns, with a 32 stacking ca-

pacity for each column on each chip. In the vertical

stacking, the simulation is executed repeatedly by a
load partitioning algorithm, which is carried out at

the preprocessing stage in the host computer.
The required memory space for one PE cell is 41

bits, as shown in Figure 6. This information includes:
East-West (E-W) I/O switches (4 bits), Boolean
Equation Unit (BEU) input switch (2 bits), North-
South (N-S) I/O wire breaks (4 bits), Gate Function

(3 bits), Output Saved Flag (1 bit), Output Value (1
bit), Fanin values of a Good Circuit (2 bits), First
Fault ID (9 bits), First Fault Flag (1 bit), Fanin value
of the First Faulty Circuit (2 bits), Second Fault ID (9
bits), Second Fault Flag (1 bit), and Fanin value of
the Second Faulty Circuit (2 bits). Therefore, the lo-
cal memory requirement for each PE cell will be 25
(for stacking the memory in two columns) times 26

(currently, only 41 bits are used for a Node Descrip-
tor) or a total of 21 bits.
The block diagram of a PE cell is shown in Figure

7. The PE cell consists of the Node Descriptor Mem-
ory, Input/Output Crossbar Switch, Boolean Evalua-
tion Unit (BEU), Output Latch/Comparator, and Fault
Handler.

BEU lnput_
Switch

rs vo

Output Saved Flag

Output Value

Famn Values of
Faulty Circmt

Fault Flag

Fault

Fanin Values of
Faulty Circmt

Fault Flag

Fault ID

Fanin Values
Good Circuit

FIGURE 6 The Contents of the Node Descriptor Memory
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FIGURE 7 PE Cell Block Diagram

The description of each component of the PE cell
is provided according to the sequence of the two

steps of fault simulation which this architecture exe-
cutes, namely, a good circuit simulation and a faulty
circuit simulation.
The first step is the good circuit simulation. In this

case, input signals are mapped onto output signals by
the I/O Crossbar Switch. The I/O Crossbar Switch
can be implemented with MOS pass transistors acting
as simple crosspoint switches. The Gate function (one
of three bit operand in the Node Descriptor Memory
word) selects the available boolean evaluation func-
tion of the BEU. The BEU can implement any bool-
ean function of two inputs.

In this architecture, the BEU can perform eight
boolean operations. These eight operations can be
customized according to a user’s application. The ba-
sic operation of the BEU is to evaluate the specified
function as specified by one of the eight boolean op-
erations of two input values arriving from the cross-
bar switch routing.

Input signals from the previous PE cell (west
bound) can be propagated in two directions, horizon-
tally (E-W) or vertically (N-S). Along the horizontal
axis (E-W), the input signals can either pass through
the node (current PE cell) or switch onto the two gate
inputs. On the other hand, along the vertical axis (N-
S), input signals can pass through or switch to an-
other node in the same level under control of the
value in the netlist.

This algorithm allows a maximum of two inputs to

one gate. More or less inputs are handled in the pre-
processing phase, as will be explained. Functions of
fewer than two input variables can be implemented

by the process by tying-off unspecified inputs such
that the original function is not altered. This situation
could be encountered when the gate (or node) has
only one input, such as: dummy gates for fanout
branches, one input inverters, or one input pass tran-
sistors. The combining capability can be imple-
mented by hardware in the PE cell according to the
configuration specified by the preprocessor.
As a last step in the good circuit simulation, if the

Output Saved Flag (F) is cleared, the output value of
the gate and the two input values of the fanin signals
of each node are stored in the Node Descriptor Mem-
ory by the Output Latch/Comparator, and the Fault
Handler, respectively. The Output Saved Flag (F) is
set after the storing of the output and fanin values is

complete.
The second step in the fault simulation methodol-

ogy is the faulty circuit simulation. In this case, the F
flag is set to one and the Fault Handler generates the
faults based on the value of the fanins of the good
circuit simulation. An inserted fault is fed into the
two inputs of the BEU and the output of the BEU is

compared to the good circuit value. If the result is
different from the original output value, the fault is

propagated to the next PE cell. All propagated faults
from each PE are shifted toward the primary outputs
(POs) and the POs store the faults in the Fault List

Memory. The host computer manages the Fault List

Memory and prepares for fault dropping and PE array
reconfiguration, if they are needed, and updates the
detected fault list with the simulation patterns. When
the host computer determines that the time for fault
dropping or PE array reconfiguration has been
reached, it transmits a signal to the Control Unit.
As we have shown, the simulation cycle for this

architecture consists of two stages; the good circuit
simulation cycle and the faulty circuit simulation cy-
cle. After the Node Descriptor Memory has been
read, the cycle time of the good circuit simulation

(tgood) is the summation of the time of the following
four operations; 1) memory load time (h), 2) the
transmission time (tt) of the fanout signal between
PEs, 3) the evaluation of the BEU and latching time

(te) of the gate output, and 4) the write back time
for restoring the result of the output value into the
Node Descriptor memory. Therefore, the simulation
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time for a good circuit simulation in one PE is given
by,

tgood= + t+ e+

Obviously, the total simulation cycle time is propor-
tional to the number of levels in the circuit. The eval-
uation of the BEU and latching time (te) are gener-
ated in two phases. In the first phase, the gate func-
tion field of the Node Description Memory word and
the two inputs are fed into the BEU. In the second
phase, the results from the BEU are stored in the
Output Latch. The signal transmission time (tt) is
generated by the wire delays between the chips
and/or boards.
The simulation time of the faulty circuit (tfaulty) for

one pattem is calculated by adding the values of the
following operations: 1) memory load time (tl), 2)
fault insertion time (ti), 3) the evaluation of the BEU
and latching time (te), 4) comparison time (tc) of the
output to the good circuit value, and 5) fault ID and
cell address set up time (tp). Since two faults are han-
dled at all times, operation 2), 3), 4), and 5) are exe-
cuted twice. Therefore, the simulation time for one
simulation pattern for the faulty circuit is given by,

tfaut.. + 2 (t -+- q- t + tp)

In addition to these two main simulation times,
when the Control Unit performs fault dropping, the
times for checking the fault status of each PE and for
sending the result to the host computer would be re-
quired. However, it is assumed that these times are
included in preprocessing and are not of importance
for the simulation timing analysis.
The main goal of this architecture is to achieve

high integrated chip capability with lower cost. In
order to generate the number of PE cells which can
be stored on one chip, the data for the maximum
number of gates/chip is in the range of 220 for current

technology [8]. There are many possible ways to de-
sign the memory cell; including a static six-transistor
cell, a dynamic four-transistor cell, three-transistor
cells, or a one transistor cell [13]. In this paper, the
three-transistor cell is used. It has been reported that
the hardware control circuit part occupies far less

chip space than the memory [8], therefore, only the
memory space need be considered. Since there are 41
bits of memory space, the total number of cells per
node descriptor is 41 3 transistors. Therefore, if we
use 32 descriptors in each of two columns as a stack-
ing memory, the total number of transistors is (41
3 (32 + 1))= 212 in each column. Compared to

this, the area requirements for switch selection, eval-
uation, output comparison, and fault handling, are

negligible.
Based on previous data [8], the total number of PE

cells comes out to be 22-12 28 PEs per chip. 32
netlist Node Descriptors per PE cell column block are
used, so the total number of netlist nodes per chip is
2s 25 213. If these chips are packed at a 16
chip/board rate, 16 boards per chassis, and two chas-
sis per system, then the total netlist nodes per one
system is 213 >( 24 24 21 222, or four million
netlist nodes.

ALGORITHM

In order to achieve high performance, using the new
architecture, a new simulation algorithm was devel-
oped. To maximize the capability of the new algo-
rithm, preprocessing is required. During preprocess-
ing, two stages of circuit expansion are performed.
This is done in order to maximally use the parallelism
by expanding a circuit into a new circuit with each
element having at most two faults. Also, after expan-
sion, the preprocessing for the PE array reconfigura-
tion is performed.

In the first stage of circuit expansion, any gate
which has more than two fanins is expanded to gates
having only two fanins. Consider the circuit shown in

Figure 8. After expanding the circuit, the new circuit
is shown in Figure 9. After expansion, if we apply
fault collapsing, the number of faults in the new cir-
cuit is 14 and the number of faults in the example
circuit is 13. The difference is that there is an uncol-
lapsed fault, i.e., the signal from G_TEMP1 to

G_TEMP2 stuck-at-0. This is because we only con-
sider fault equivalence relationships. If we considered
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FIGURE 8 Example Circuit

fault dominance relationships, the two circuits would
have the same number of faults. However, in fault
collapsing, we can force the new faults tO be ignored.
This is like treating a gate as a functional model dur-
ing fault collapsing. In the expanded model, only pin
output signal faults and pin input signal faults are
considered, and the internal faults are discarded. The
object of this preprocessing is to equally distribute 2
faults to each element.

Consider the XOR gate expansion shown in Figure
10 (a). Since all internal faults are not considered,
there are only 6 faults. Therefore, after the expansion,
the number of faults is the same and the difference is

only in the method of internal expression, since the
propagation and excitation conditions of all faults are
the same. An XNOR gate is expanded in a similar

way, as shown in Figure 10 (b).
There are several ways to expand a multi-input

gate to a set of 2-input gates. Since the number of
levels in the circuit is an important factor for the
overall performance of the new algorithm, the expan-
sion is performed by choosing a set of gates so as to

minimize the number of levels. For example, the 4

A

G_TEMP1

G_TEMP2

Example Circuit after First Expansion

input AND gate of Figure 11 (a) is expanded to two

levels of gates as shown in (c), rather than to three
levels of gates as shown in (b).

In the second stage of circuit expansion, all fanout
branches are regarded as dummy gates. The object of
this preprocessing is to force the number of faults in
a gate to always be less than or equal to 2, and to

have all faults inserted on the input side of the gates.
After considering all fanout branches, the example
circuit is shown in Figure 12.

Notice that after expansion, the number of faults in
the expanded circuit is the same as in the original
circuit, and the number of faults inserted on the gates
is distributed as uniformly as possible. The minimum

insertion is 0 and the maximum insertion is 2. Since
the number of fanins of any gate is 2, the number of
propagated faults towards the next level gate is at

most 2. Furthermore, the maximum number of faults
on any gate is known and the required memory space
can be optimized.

Let x be the number of XOR or XNOR gates in the
circuit and let a be the number of AND, NAND, OR
or NOR gates in the circuit, respectively. Also, let f
be the number of fanout branches in the circuit. Then,
there are (x + a) gates in the circuit before expan-
sion. Without loss of generality, let g, g2 gx be
XOR or XNOR gates and g,+, gx+2 g,+,, be
AND, NAND, OR or NOR gates. Let n(gC) be the
number of fanins of a gate c. Since all fanout
branches are regarded as dummy gates, there are f
more gates after the expansion. After expansion, the
number of XOR or XNOR gates after expansion is

given by=(n(gc) 1) 5. The number ofAND,
NAND, OR or NOR gates is given by
c__,+(n(gc) 1). Therefore, the total number of

gates in the circuit after expansion is given by f +
.,c=((n(gc)- 1) x 5) + .x+a

--,c=+ (n(gc) 1).

(a) Expanton (b) XNOR Expansion

FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10 Expansion of an XOR Gate and an XNOR Gate
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(b) (c)

FIGURE 11 Possible Expansions of 4 Input AND Gate

After two stages of expansion, preprocessing for
the PE array reconfiguration is performed according
to the number of gates in a level. PE array reconfigu-
ration is critical, since the number of levels to be
handled at a given time can increase. Since this
makes most of the PEs busy, PE array reconfiguration
directly affects the performance. In this preprocess-
ing, the optimal PE array reconfiguration is derived
according to the circuit topology. The time of prepro-
cessing for the PE array reconfiguration is of the
complexity of (L).
The algorithm for the new fault simulation is

shown in Figure 13. Initially, a circuit is simulated
without any faults and the results are stored. Then
after inserting the first fault, fault evaluation is per-
formed. If the value is different from that of the good
simulation, it is propagated. For the second fault, the
same processing is performed. Since there are only 2
faults in the fault list, the faults in the fault list of a

gate are dropped or propagated to the next level, after
this procedure. Since the faults in the first level are

propagated to the next level, or dropped after the first

stage, the gates in the first level are not evaluated any
further. The above procedure is continued until all the
given simulation patterns are considered.
The main bottleneck of conventional concurrent

fault simulation is that if there is a large number of
faults in the circuit, the number of faults attached to a

C_DUMMY G_TEMP1

G_TEMP2

FIGURE 12 Example Circuit after Second Expansion

make fault list attached to each element
for all patterns

perform good simulation
store the results of good simulation
for all levels

insert the first fault in the fault list
simulate the fault
compare the value
if the value is different from that of good simulation

propagate the fault to the next level
else

drop the fault
insert the second fault in the fault list
simulate the fault
compare the value
if the value is different from that of good simulation

propagate the fault to the next level
else

drop the fault
end

end

FIGURE 13 New Fault Simulation Algorithm using New Archi-
tecture

gate during the simulation becomes large. If this is

applied to a parallel architecture, it degrades the over-
all performance, since some processing elements are

very busy but others are idle. Since this algorithm
distributes the number of faults over the circuit, in
each gate evaluation, there are always at most 2 faults
in a gate’s fault list. Therefore, this algorithm takes
better advantage of the parallelism of the architec-

ture.

The algorithm is highly dependent on the number
of levels in the circuit and the number of columns in
the array architecture. If the architecture has L col-
umns and a given circuit has less than L levels, then
simulation can be done in less than (L 1) steps.
These procedures can be efficiently performed in a

parallel array architecture. Since the good simulation
is performed before fault evaluation and single fault
propagation is executed at each PE, this algorithm
takes advantage of the parallelism using parallel pat-
terns. Also, the handling of fault lists is another ad-
vantage over the handling of one fault at a time since
it reduces the unnecessary overhead.

Consider the circuit shown in Figure 14. There are
two gates (A_DUMMY and B_DUMMY) in level 1,
two gates (C and D) in level 2, and two gates (C_PO
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A A_DUMMY

B_DUMMY

C_PO

D_PO

FIGURE 14 Simple Example Circuit

and D_PO) in level 3. During simulation, the con-
tents of each processing unit is shown in Figure 15.

P(1,1)
A_DUMMY

A-s-0
A-s-1

P(1,2)
B_DUMMY

0

P(2,1)
C
0
A_DUMMY-s-1

B_DUMMY-s-1

P(3,1)
C-PO
0
C-s-1
C-s-0

B-s-O
B-s-1

P(1,1)

P(1,2)

P(2,2) P(3,2)
D D_PO

A_DUMMY-s-0 D-s-1
B_DUMMY-s-0 D-s-0

(a) After Good Simulation

P(2,1)
C
0

A-s-0
B-s-1

P(3,1)
C_PO

0
B_DUMMY-s-1

P(2,2) P(3,2)
D D_PO

A-s-0 A_DUMMY-s-0
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(b) After One Level Consideration
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P(2,1)

P(2,2)

P(3,1)
C.PO
0

B-s-1

P(3,2)
D_PO

A-s-0

(c) After Two Level Consideration

FIGURE 15 Processing Elements in Each Step

For simplicity, only the element name, the good sim-
ulation value, and the contents of the fault list are
represented. Let (1,0) be the input pattern for simula-
tion, and let the architecture have 2 3 processing
elements. After preprocessing and good simulation of
the pattern (1,0), the contents of each processing el-
ement is shown in Figure 15 (a). Consider P(2,1) as
an example. The processing element P(2,1) represents
the level 2 gate C. After good simulation, the result is
stored as 0. Then, 2 faults (A_DUMMY-s-1 and
B_DUMMY-s-1) related to gate C are inserted. After
evaluation for the fault A_DUMMY-s-1, the effect is
not propagated, since the value is the same as the
good simulation value. However, since the evaluation
result for the fault B_DUMMY-s-1 is different from
the good simulation result, it is propagated to the next

level. Therefore, B_DUMMY-s-1 is shown in the list
of P(3,1), as shown in Figure 15 (b). After one level
is considered, the contents of each processing ele-
ment is shown in Figure 15 (b). Since all faults in the
first level are considered and the next level process-
ing elements have the fanin values of the good sim-

ulation, the first level elements are not considered any
further. Therefore, when the second step is consid-
ered, the first column of processing elements is idle.
The number of these idle processing units becomes
larger as the process continues. However, these idle
processing elements can be used to perform simula-
tion of the next patterns, if available. Therefore, the
processing units are busy most of the time during
simulation. After the consideration of two levels, the
contents of each processing element is shown in Fig-
ure 15 (c).

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

It is very difficult to provide precise timing for this
new algorithm, since this is highly dependent on the
circuit’s topology. However, a rough comparison be-
tween the new algorithm and one fault simulation
algorithm using the same architecture can be made as
follows. The algorithm which will be compared to the
new algorithm, is based on logic simulation. In other
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words, after insertion of each fault, the evaluation is

performed as in logic simulation. This does not re-

quire much additional overhead. We will call this a
’conventional algorithm’. Also, an accelerator using
this conventional algorithm will be called a ’conven-
tional accelerator’, for notational convenience.

Let L be the number of levels in the circuit and L
be the number of levels after the expansion. For sim-

plicity, only two cases are considered. One is that
there is only one column in the architecture and the
other is that there are L columns. Also for simplicity,
fault dropping is not considered. Let P be the number
of given simulation patterns and F be the number of
faults in the circuit. If a conventional fault simulation

algorithm is used, using one column, the total simu-
lation time is given by

This is the worst case since fault dropping is not con-
sidered. Since the new algorithm deals with many
faults simultaneously (in parallel), the fault dropping
speed of the new algorithm is faster than that of the
conventional one.

Comparing equations (1) and (3) shows that for the
case where there is only one column; if the following
condition is satisfied, the new algorithm is more effi-
cient.

Lx(L- 1)<LXF (5)

When comparing the two equations (2) and (4) in the
case of L columns, it can be easily shown that the
new algorithm is more efficient, if the following con-
dition is satisfied.

LX(FXS+G) XP (1)

where S represents the time including fault evaluation
and comparison, and G represents the good simula-

tion time. If fault simulation is executed using the
method of logic simulation, using L columns, the to-

tal simulation time is given by

(F x S + G) x P (2)

Consider the new simulation algorithm. If there is

only one column in the array architecture, the simu-

lation time for a pattern is given by

2x
(L- )x (L- + )

xS+G=LX(L- 1) xS+G

In this case, the total simulation time (worst case) is

L 1 < F (6)

The conditions, shown in equations (5) and (6), are
true for most practical circuits.
As shown in previous sections, the fault simulation

cycle consists of two timing parameters; the timing
value for a good circuit simulation and the timing
value for a faulty circuit simulation. Assume that the
times h, tt, and are the same as the system cycle,
tsys. Also, let the time tw, which is also not more than
a system cycle in modern microprocessor architec-
tures, especially in a RISC architecture, be the same
as tsys. Therefore, the simulation cycle of a good cir-
cuit, tgooa is defined as + tt + te + tw 4 tsy.
On the other hand, the simulation cycle of a faulty
circuit tfaulty is + 2 (t + t + + tp). Ideally, if
every time parameter is equivalent to one system cy-
cle, then tfa,tty is given by

(Lx(L- 1) xS+G)xP (3)

However, since there are L columns and this algo-
rithm works in a pipelined fashion, a simulation time
for a pattern is given by (L 1) S + G. Therefore,
the total simulation time is given by

((L- 1)S+G)P (4)

tfaul., 9 X tsy

In order to compare the simulation cycles of the
new accelerator to a conventional one, assume that
there exists enough PE array elements for fault sim-

ulation (i.e., enough PE columns). Thus, the total
simulation time for one pattern in the new architec-
ture (tNEW) is
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tgood + (if,- 1) X lfaulo’
(9L- 5) x tsy

The PE array reconfiguration capability provides a
speed-up of

D
Spr DZ

where D and D are the numbers for down-loading to

the PE array, without and with reconfiguration, re-

spectively. Since the conditions, D D <-- Land D
L/C, where C is the number of PE columns, exist, the
total simulation time of the new algorithm, after add-
ing the speed-up factor of the reconfiguration is

tNfw (9D 5) X tsv

quential benchmark circuit 15] are shown in Table I.
In this table, in order to recognize the additional over-
head of the expansion, GOR, LOR, and the speed up
factor of the PE array reconfiguration Spr are repre-
sented. Also, the speed up ratio is represented in the
last column. These numbers have been derived by
dividing the software simulation time for the given
examples by the calculated hardware simulation time
for these examples.
GOR (Gate Overhead Ratio) is represented as

the number of gates in the expanded circuit

the number of gates in the original circuit

LOR (Level Overhead Ratio) is defined as

the maximum level in the expanded circuit

the maximum level in the original circuit

On the other hand, consider a conventional accel-
erator, where every single fault is inserted in a simu-
lation circuit and a simulation method similar to a

good circuit simulation is executed. For this case, the
total simulation time per pattern is

tHARD (tgood + ti) X F= 5G. X F

Hence, the speed up factor of the new algorithm over
a conventional one is given by

tHARD 5tv X F 5F
SNEW tzvEw (9D 5) tsv. (9D 5)

The complexity of the new algorithm is l(Dr2), if
only one level of circuit elements is considered at a
time. However, when all levels are considered simul-

taneously, the complexity of the new algorithm is

RESULTS

Fault simulation results for the ISCAS 85 combina-
tional benchmark circuits [14] and the ISCAS 89 se-

For example, circuit c499 uses many XOR gates.
Therefore, it has a high GOR and LOR. The main
factor affecting the overall performance is the LOR,
rather than the GOR, since this architecture depends
highly on the number of levels in the circuit. After
circuit expansion, according to the number of gates in
a level, the PE array is rearranged in the processing
scheme and not in the actual hardware. This PE array
reconfiguration makes the architecture achieve more

efficient fault simulation, since it increases the num-

ber of levels to be handled at one down-loading time.

In these results, the PE reconfiguration is done in 4
depths, i.e. from 256 1,128 2, 64 4, and 32
8, in a chip. The average Spr is 4.44 for these circuits.
To compare the performance of the new approach, a

software approach was developed using the same en-

vironment. For software fault simulation, a parallel
pattern algorithm [16][17], with fanout free region
analysis [18][19], was used. For fault simulation,
1024 random patterns were used. The new approach
averages about 30,000 times faster than the software
fault simulation, with a 25 nsec clock cycle, as shown
in Table I.
The configuration of the hardware accelerator used

for these results, is as follows. Since the architecture
is based on an array, there is no additional overhead
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TABLE

Circuit

Fault Simulation Results for Benchmark Circuits

GOR LOR Spr Speed-up Ratio (40 MHz)

c432 2.07 2.47 5.88 23800.00
c499 2.89 2.46 4.57 26960.78
c880 1.97 1.58 5.86 47254.90
c1355 1.49 1.65 4.78 51470.59
c 1908 1.60 1.57 4.40 27938.46
c2670 1.40 1.77 3.53 68967.00
c3540 1.51 1.53 3.75 38650.09
c5315 1.56 1.39 2.45 50195.38
c6288 1.59 1.74 5.76 22676.38
c7552 1.48 1.42 1.83 55138.54
s208 1.35 1.35 4.60 10882.35
s298 1.59 1.46 5.33 13235.29
s344 1.25 1.36 6.00 17450.98
s349 1.25 1.41 6.00 17156.86
s386 1.56 1.21 4.25 8980.39
s420 1.36 1.52 5.88 25294.12
s444 1.55 1.69 4.40 22500.00
s510 1.44 1.29 3.60 16764.71
s526 1.74 1.46 4.00 21372.55
s641 1.24 1.26 6.93 8888.89
s713 1.30 1.38 7.00 10660.66
s820 1.76 1.42 2.43 15784.31
s832 1.79 1.50 2.25 15980.39
s838 1.38 1.56 7.08 17807.81
s953 1.42 1.56 4.67 77083.33
s1196 1.43 1.33 5.14 37254.90
s1238 1.49 1.36 4.75 37549.02
s1423 1.26 1.61 6.13 27567.57
s1488 1.38 1.15 2.88 20490.20
s1494 1.39 1.20 3.00 21078.43
s5378 1.42 1.39 1.50 33098.24
s9234 1.23 1.22 1.63 61328.13
Average 29805.28

due to the architecture expansion. If the accelerator
has 28 PEs in one chip, 16 chips/board, 16 boards/

chassis, and two chassis per system, the total number
of PEs is 2 7. For larger circuits, the system would
provide superior performance. Notice that 256 PEs
per chip is based on current design technology (3
transistors for a memory cell). As the design technol-
ogy progresses, it will be possible to design a mem-

ory cell using less than 3 transistors. Therefore, the
number of PEs per chip can be much higher.
The cost of the hardware accelerator is estimated

based on a manufacturing cost of expected small
quantity chips plus the cost of a general purpose
workstation system as a host computer [8]. The soft-
ware simulation cost is estimated as a sum of soft-

ware costs and the workstation cost. Let W be the
cost of the host computer, C be the cost of a chip, and
S be the cost of the software program, respectively. If
64 chips (each chip having 28 PE elements) are used,
the total cost of the hardware accelerator is 64 C +
W. On the other hand, the cost of a software simula-
tor is given by W + S.
The Cost Performance Ratio is defined as the ob-

tainable simulation performance using a hardware ac-
celerator, when the obtainable software simulation
performance is assumed to be 1. In other words, the
Cost Performance Ratio is defined as the software
cost divided by the hardware cost, multiplied by the
speed up ratio,

Cost Performance Ratio

Software Simulation

Hardware Accelerator
Speed Up Ratio

W+S
64C+W

Speed Up Ratio

Currently, the cost of a hardware accelerator is higher
than the cost of a software simulation system, i.e., (64
C + W) > (W + S), hence the Cost Performance

Ratio is less than the Speed Up Ratio. When the av-

erage speedup is considered, the total cost perfor-
mance is about 19,000 times better than a conven-
tional software simulator (In this computation, W, C,
and S are assumed to be $30,000, $1,000, and
$30,000, respectively.).

CONCLUSION

The demand for a high speed, low cost, fault simula-
tor has led to the need for a new computer architec-
ture and a new simulation algorithm. Our objective
for developing this hardware accelerator for fault
simulation was to satisfy this demand.
The architecture of the new hardware accelerator

was designed based on a reconfigurable mesh type
PE array. The netlist is directly mapped onto a mas-

sively parallel PE array, which is composed of a

tightly connected array of simple processing ele-
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ments. Circuit elements to be simulated at the same
level in the netlist are executed concurrently as in a
pipelined process.
The new parallel simulation algorithm expands the

gates to two input gates, which permits us to limit the
fault number to two at each input signal to the gates,
so that the faults can be spread out uniformly
throughout the PE array. The PE array reconfigura-
tion operation provides a great advantage for simula-
tion speed, since it utilizes each PE cell most of the
time. Another advantage of this algorithm is that it is

possible to predict the total memory size used during
the simulation, which is a big drawback of conven-
tional concurrent simulation programs.

Simulation results, based on benchmark circuits,
show that the hardware accelerator, in a multi-chip
mode, would be orders of magnitude faster than a
software simulation program on a general purpose
computer. The performance of this architecture can
be improved further by new technologies, such as;
adopting a one-transistor in a memory cell model and
using a fast system clock. In addition to that, the size

of the proposed hardware accelerator can be recon-

figurabl for maximum cost performance; from the
chip level to the system level, based on the size of the
circuit to be simulated.
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